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We argue that the spatial distribution of resonant impurity states in underdoped high-Tc superconductors serves
as a probe for distinguishing different theoretical models for the pseudogap state. Superconducting pairing
fluctuations are characterized by off-diagonal short-range order which distinguishes them from other possible
instabilities that could give rise to the pseudogap phenomena. Due to the mixture of particle and hole states in
a superconductor an impurity resonant state is composed of both a particle and a hole-like component. On the
contrary a state with a gap induced by a particle-hole instability, like a d-density wave (DDW) or spin-density
wave (SDW), exhibits no off-diagonal short-range order and consequently a resonant impurity state consists of
only one either particle or hole-like component. Furthermore, a charge-spin separated state shows no resonance
state at all inside the gap region.

One of the most intriguing property of the underdoped
high-temperature superconductors (HTSC) is the suppres-
sion of single-particle weight around the Fermi energy
[1, 2, 3] for temperatures well aboveTc. As a consequence
the electronic behavior of these materials deviates substan-
tially from that of conventional superconductors. The origin
of this so-called pseudo-gap state is one of the key problems
to be solved in order to understand the underlying micro-
scopic mechanism of the phenomena of HTSC. As various
different theoretical proposals for the pseudo-gap have been
put forward the need of experimental probes that are able to
distinguish between them is of great interest. Here we argue
that scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments in
underdoped HTSC, that serve as a local probe of impurity
states [4, 5], can be used in order to differentiate between at
least two classes of proposals.

In one class of models the pseudo-gap is ascribed to
a precursor pairing amplitude whose phase coherence is
destroyed aboveTc [6, 7]. Since such a state exhibits
off-diagonal short-range order, particle and hole states get
mixed and consequently an induced impurity state is com-
posed of both a particle and a hole-like component. On the
other hand in models where the origin of the pseudo-gap
is due to a different type of instability (DDW, SDW, stripe
order etc.) the property of particle and hole mixing is ab-
sent and thus an impurity state has only one either particle
or hole-like component. This difference in the local elec-
tronic density of states (LDOS) around an impurity can be
measured by scanning tunneling microscopy. This predic-
tion can be readily used by STM experiments to detecd for

the DDW state in the underdoped cuprates.
The local differential conductance measured at bias volt-

ageV by STM is proportional to the local electron density
of states. Here we study the LDOS around a magnetic or
non-magnetic (U = 0) impurity in a system with competing
d-wave superconducting (DSC) and DDW order. The model
Hamiltonian is given by (Q = (π, π))

H =
∑

kσ

εkc+
kσckσ +

∑

k

∆k

(
c+
k↑c

+
−k↓ + h.c.

)

+
∑

k

iWk

(
c+
kσck+Qσ + h.c.

)
+ εd

∑
σ

d+
σ dσ

+ V
∑

kσ

(
c+
kσdσ + h.c.

)
+ Ud+

↑ d↑d+
↓ d↓ , (1)

whereεk = 2t (cos kx) + cos ky) − 4t′ (cos kx cos ky) − µ
is the dispersion of the conducting electron band with tight
binding parameterst = 400meV, t′ = −50meV and chem-
ical potentialµ. ∆k = ∆0

2 (cos kx − cos ky) and Wk =
W0
2 (cos kx − cos ky) are, respectively, the DSC and DDW

order parameters with∆0 andW0 being the corresponding
gap amplitudes.

Within a folded Nambu spinor basis

ψ̂k = (c+
k↑, c

+
k+Q↑, c−k↓, c−k−Q↓) , (2)

ϕ̂ = (d+
↑ , d+

↑ , d↓, d↓) , (3)

the electronic Green’s function of the clean system is repre-
sented by the following matrix
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Ĝ−1
0 (k, ω) =




ω − (εk − µ) −iWk −∆k 0
iWk ω − (εk+Q − µ) 0 ∆k

−∆k 0 ω + (εk − µ) −iWk

0 ∆k −iWk ω + (εk+Q − µ)


 , (4)

d

while the impurity Green‘s function is given by

Ĝ−1
d (ω) =

[
ωτ̂0 − Σd

σ(ω)τ̂0 −
(

εd +
U

2

)
τ̂3

+ω
∑

k

V 2

ω2 − ε2k −∆2
k

τ̂0

]
, (5)

where τ̂0 is the unit matrix and̂τα(α = 1, 2, 3) are the
Pauli matrices in folded Nambu space. Scattering of quasi-
particles from the impurity is described by a T-matrix,T̂ (ω),
which is independent of wave vector in the case of s-wave
scattering

Ĝ(r, r′; ω) = Ĝ0(r− r′; ω) + Ĝ0(r; ω)T̂ (ω)Ĝ0(−r; ω) . (6)

The T-matrix is given by

T̂ (ω) = V τ̂3Ĝd(ω)V τ̂3 . (7)

In eq.(5)Σd
σ(ω) denotes the self-energy of the d-electron

due to the Coulomb interactionU and the last term describes
the self-energy due to the hybridization of the d-level with
the superconducting electrons. In order to calculate the im-
purity self-energy for finiteU we use the modified pertur-
bation theory introduced by Kajueter and Kotliar [8]. Note
that for a non-magnetic impurityU = 0, i.e. the problem is
reduced to a exactly solvable Fano-type one.

The LDOS of the conduction electrons around the impu-
rity is given by

N(r, ω) = −1
π

ImĜ11(r, r;ω) . (8)

which is given by

Ĝ(r, r; ω) = Ĝ0(0, ω) + Ĝ0(r, ω)T̂(ω)Ĝ0(−r, ω) . (9)

The density of states is therefore given by

N(r, ω) = Nd−wave + Nimpurity , (10)

Nd−wave = − 1
π Im

(∑
k Ĝ0

11(k, ω)
)

denotes the density of

states for a clean d-wave superconductor andNimpurity =

− 1
π Im

(∑
k eik·rĜ0(k, ω)T̂(ω)

∑
k e−ik·rĜ0(k, ω)

)
11

the contribution to the density of states of the conduction
electrons due to the impurity. The general form for the
density of states due to the impurity is given by

Nimpurity = − 1
π

Im
(
G0

11(r, ω)T11(ω)G0
11(−r, ω)

+G0
12(r, ω)T21(ω)G0

11(−r, ω)
+G0

11(r, ω)T12(ω)G0
21(−r, ω)

+G0
12(r, ω)T22(ω)G0

21(−r, ω)
)

. (11)

In the case of a d-wave superconductor the T-matrix is diag-
onal; i.e. T12 = T21 = 0. For an s-wave state however the
diagonal parts do not vanish and are important in order to
fulfill the Anderson theorem in the case of a non-magnetic
impurity.

The impurity induced resonant states in the gap are given
by the poles of the T-matrix. First we focus on the case of a
non-magnetic impurity like Zn. In this case the correlation
U = 0 and the Anderson impurity model reduces to that
of a potential scatterer. The poles of the T-matrix are given
by the zeros of determinant of the inverse impurity Green’s
function

c

(
ω − εd − V 2α(ω)

) (
ω + εd − V 2β(ω)

)− V 4γ2(ω) = 0 , (12)

d

where

α(ω) =
∑

k

ω − εk
ω2 − E2

k

(13)

β(ω) =
∑

k

ω + εk
ω2 − E2

k

(14)

γ(ω) =
∑

k

∆k

ω2 − E2
k

(15)

For a d-wave superconductorγ(ω) = 0 and thus de-
pending on the parametersV andεd one gets a solution for
the above equation. In the case of an s-wave superconduc-
tor howeverγ(ω) 6= 0 and thus no solution to the above
equation exists. For the s-wave case there exists therefore
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no impurity induced resonant state in the gap, which is in
agreement with the Anderson theorem for non-magnetic im-
purities in a s-wave superconductor.

In Fig.1 we show the local density of states for a non-
magnetic impurity as Zink in a d-wave superconductor. At
the impurity site a resonant state with energyω = −0.05t
is obtained. Due to particle-hole mixing in a superconduc-
tor a corresponding hole-like component at opposite energy
ω = 0.05t is obtained at the nearest neighboring site along
the crystal b-axis.
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Figure 1. Density of states for a non-magnetic impurity in a d-wave
superconductor: full line: d-wave gap without impurity, dashed
line: at the impurity site, dotted line: at the nearest neighboring
site along the x-axis. Inset: same but for full bandwidth.

For a magnetic impurityU = 4.0t we obtain two reso-
nant impurity states as shown in Fig.2 for two different hy-
bridization matrix elementsV .
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Figure 2. Density of states for a magnetic impurity in a d-wave
superconductor withU = 4t and two different values of hy-
bridization matrix elementV : full line: without impurity, dashed
line: V = 6.5∆0, dotted line:V = 8.1∆0.
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Figure 3. Contour plot of the resonant impurity state in a d-wave
superconductor: left: particle componentω = 0.8∆0, right: hole
componentω = −0.8∆0.

Focusing on the resonant state at higher energy, we show
in Fig.3. a contour plot of the particleω = 0.8∆0 and the
hole componentω = −0.8∆0. A good agreement with
experimental results of Hudson et al. [5] on the density of
states around a Ni impurity in BSCCO is obtained.

Next we discuss the result for a DDW state. Due to the
absence of particle-hole mixing in this case a resonant im-
purity state consists of only a particle component at energy
ω = −0.05t, as can be seen in Fig.4. The absence of the
corresponding hole-like component is a drastic difference to
the case of a d-wave superconductor. Therefore mapping of
the resonant state is a power-full tool in order to distinguish
these different states. A corresponding contour plot of the
impurity state at the resonance energyω = −0.05t shows
a completely different spatial structure as demonstrated in
Fig.5. Furthermore at the opposite energyω = 0.05t no
structure at all is observed, since no hole-like component
exists.

We now discuss the interesting case of coexisting DDW
and d-wave superconducting state. In the following we as-
sume that the superconducting critical temperatureTc is
lower than the corresponding critical temperature for the
DDW stateTDDW .
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Figure 4. Density of states for a non-magnetic impurity in a DDW
state: full line: d-wave gap without impurity, dashed line: at the
impurity site, dotted line: at the nearest neighboring site along the
x-axis, dotted-dashed line: at the nearest neighboring site along the
diagonal of the crystal lattice.
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Figure 5. Contour plot of the resonant impurity state in a DDW
state. Only a particle component exists.
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Figure 6. Temperature effect on the resonant impurity state: in
a d-wave superconductor coexisting with a DDW state: full line:
without impurity, dashed line

Below the critical temperatureTc we again get a parti-
cle and a hole-like component of the resonant state as shown
in Fig.6. If we now raise the temperature aboveTc but still
belowTDDW , e.g. Tc < T < TDDW , we observe that the
hole-like component at he nearest neighboring site vanishes.
At the same time the particle-like component increases, due
to the transfer of spectral weight from the disappearing hole
component. This effect should be clearly visible in a STM
measurement.

As we have shown above different states will have dif-
ferent signatures of the resonant impurity state and thus can
in principle be distinguished by a STM experiment. Unfor-
tunately, until now experiments on resonant impurity states
have only been conducted on optimally doped samples of
BSCCO [4, 5], where no pseudo gap is present. Since under-
standing the pseudo-gap is considered the key for the theory
of HTSC, a corresponding STM experiment on underdoped

samples with a very lowTc and a huge pseudo-gap is in de-
mand. In fact such an experiment would help to distinguish
the different theoretical models proposed for the pseudo-gap
in the literature.

However, special care has to be taken of what type of
impurity one should study. As was shown by Pan et al.[4] a
nonmagnetic impurity as Zn locally destroys the supercon-
ductivity, as indicated by the absence of a hole-like reso-
nance. Nevertheless a particle-like resonance is observed,
due to the depletion of states near the Fermi level, which we
attribute to the pseudo-gap. On the other hand a Ni impurity
preserves the superconducting state and thus also a hole-like
component is observed due to superconducting fluctuations
[5].

Therefore we propose a STM experiment in the under-
doped region of HTSC with embedded Ni impurities at tem-
peratures aboveTc. The absence of a hole-like component
of a resonant state together with the existence of a particle-
like component would speak against the precursor pairing
mechanism and be in favor of a particle-hole state such as a
DDW state. The complete absence of any resonance in the
pseudo-gap phase however, would demonstrate that a more
exotic type of state like for example a spin charge separated
state is realized. As a last remark we would like to comment
that a promising achievement on the experimental side to-
wards this direction was recently obtained by Y. Kohsaka et
al.[9] who were able to synthesized Na-doped Ca2CuO2Cl2
single crystals with well defined surfaces in the extreme un-
derdoped regime.
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